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Google has just released an update to its Maps app for Android, and it has offline access to any maps you may want at hand. Google's offline access supports more than 150 countries and can store up to six major metro areas (such as London, Paris, New York and its environs) on your device for access when you don't
have a connection. It's great for those times you're stuck in an area without service and need to navigate home, or if you're traveling abroad and don't have an international data connection. GPS will still work without data, as it is a separate connection, and you can navigate yourself anywhere in this saved area. The new
version of the Map also has a smoother compass mode in Street View, for devices that have a function. Maps is a free download for Android devices. Go offline with Google Maps for Android blog As much as cellular providers want to brag about their coverage cards, we need to be real with each other: 100% coverage
just doesn't exist. And if you're traveling inan areas where coverage can drop, having your cards saved for offline use is a godsend. Here's how to do it. ANSWER: As you disable Android traffic notifications in the past, getting Google Maps to save offline data was a bit of a chore. In one of the latest iterations of the app,
however, Google changed this to make it much easier and more useful. If you're on an Android phone, you should already have maps installed on iOS, however, you need to grab it from the App Store. The process of downloading standalone areas is basically the same between the two versions, but I'll note the
differences as they pop up. If you have maps ready to go, light it up. Click on the menu button in the top left corner (or simply slide from left to right). A little way down this menu, you will see the option for standalone maps. Click on that. On Android you will have one option: Choose your own card. On iOS, however, you
get two options: Local and Custom District. For all intents and purposes, the latter option is the same as Android Select your own card of choice. The local version does exactly what it sounds like: downloads your area without being able to change the area. Use this if you're just looking for a simple standalone map of
where you are now. However, if you want to set up a map, use the User zone option on iOS and Choose Your Own Card on Android. From now on, these two are basically the same. Cards will automatically choose a small area for you, but you can pinch and zoom in to save as large an area as you want. It will make a
note of how much space the area will take up, so keep that in mind too. When you In an acceptable area, click the download button. If you're not on Wi-Fi, you'll have to approve downloads on your mobile mobile Once the data is downloaded, it will remain offline for 30 days. At this point, it should be automatically
updated. At any time in between, however, you can delete or change that data if you want. Go back to the Offline Maps menu and click on the downloaded option you'd like to change. From there, you can delete or manually update the data. Google Maps has made the journey in unfamiliar areas a breeze with its detailed
maps and take turns directions, but what happens if you go to an area without cellular coverage, or you travel abroad where your smartphone can't connect? Fortunately, you can save the cards you need and access them offline later. The instructions below apply to smartphones and tablets running Android 7 (Nougat) or
later no matter who made your Android device: Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. You may have to switch to the latest version of Android to use Google Maps offline. To download Google Maps for offline use, connect to the Internet, log into your Google account, and then follow these directions: Open Google
Maps and search for a place such as Denver, or the name of a restaurant or other place. You can pinch, zoom or scroll to select the area you want to save and then choose Download. If you've been looking for a certain place as a restaurant rather than a city or region, click the Menu More (three vertical points) to
download the standalone map of the download. The map is stored for internal storage of the device for offline viewing. Can't find your standalone maps on Android? Offline cards are automatically deleted after 30 days unless you update them by connecting to Wi-Fi. To make sure you can view maps offline, disable your
device's Internet connection and try to access maps without Wi-Fi: Open Google Maps. Click on the hamburger icon in the top left corner of the screen. Choose an offline card. Click on the downloaded map. Click on the pencil icon in the top right corner to give the map a name. Click Delete to remove the card from your
device, or click The Update to update the card for an additional 30 days. Click on the map image to view it. You can zoom in to see as many details as you can while online. When you use Google Maps offline, you can get directions and search locations in areas that you've downloaded; However, you can't get transit,
cycling, or hiking trails. When driving, you cannot re-route to avoid tolls or ferries and you cannot get traffic information. If you plan to go for a walk or a bike ride in destination, get these directions before you leave and screenshot them. If you want to ride a bus, download the local transit map. By default, the standalone
cards are stored in the phone's internal storage. You can choose to save them on an SD card if your phone has one. Insert an SD card on your Android phone or tablet. Open the Google Maps app. Click the Menu's offline card. Click Settings. Under The Under Preferences, click the device's SD cards. Based on
download preferences, you can only choose Over Wi-Fi if you want to save data and battery life when downloading maps. Google Maps is not alone in providing offline access. Rival apps such as HERE Maps and CoPilot GPS beat them to it, although the latter requires a paid subscription. Join our newsletter for
technical tips, reviews, free e-books and exclusive deals! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. Do you remember life before Google Maps? I vaguely remember Mapquest, which was the savior of life, and before that, huge paper cards that always refused to lay down the backup time
properly when I was done. In contrast, today we have access to free super-powered GPS apps that work all over the world. Never again should we have to worry about being lost. What a time to be alive! However, while the maps are simple and simple - enough to make the first-time user can still find what they need -
there are a few lesser known tips, tricks and features that can make your life a lot easier. Join me as we explore the power of the map on Android. View points of interest Before you start working, you should turn on the GPS functionality of your device. Maps can work without it, but you get better results if you give
Google permission to get a better idea of where you are. Once GPS is on, run the app. Let's say you want to go somewhere, but you don't have a specific plan in mind. Maybe you want to be spontaneous or you just want to look around and see what's available to get a few ideas. To do this, you'll want to browse, not
search. At the bottom of the app, click on the Explore Around You bar. There are two filters that you can install: the distance radius (from a 5-minute walk to a 20-minute drive) and the time of day (which filters out places that won't be available). Once dialed, you'll get a list of nearby points of interest that meet the criteria.
Clicking on the point of interest will take you to the screen with more details. How far is that? How expensive is it? How do users rate it? Other details include phone numbers, website and street addresses, opening hours, photos and street views, and more. As Google continues to update this feature, we will no longer
need shady services like Yelp. In fact, even in its current state, explore around you the feature is polished enough to replace Yelp in general to search for and evaluate local agencies. Finding specific places, on the other hand, let's say that there is a specific place in mind and you want to know more about it. How far is
that? What does the neighborhood look like? Almost everyone uses maps for this purpose. But there's a good chance you're doing it wrong. You don't need to print the entire search query when you're looking for a location. Well-branded places, such as hotels, restaurants and other businesses, businesses, by the name
of the brand alone. You don't even need to send a search either. Google will dynamically recommend directions depending on your current location (your device's GPS is enabled, right?) and the current query. When you search for a specific type of location, such as hotels, you can filter the results according to the
context sensitive criteria offered by Google. In the screenshots above, the left filters were when I was looking for a marriott, and the right filters were when I was looking for a burger. Remember that you can enter queries by voice, too. Entering long addresses can be a pain with how slow it can be along with the potential
for typos, so it's great that Google's voice recognition is smart enough to parse spoken words into full addresses. And lastly, street intersections. There may be times when you know the overall location without knowing any specific sights. In these cases, you can request a intersection like Main and 5th Avenue, and
Google will know what you're talking about. Note that every place found in maps can be marked as important with a star. Whether it's a place you return to on a regular basis or a one-time trip for the future, keeping places is a quick and easy way to organize your destination. Getting fast routes Once you know where you
need to go, you can request directions to this place and the maps will turn into navigation. Navigation is a key feature that makes GPS so useful: take turns guiding. To request directions from the Maps, tap the circular blue vehicle icon. You will then be presented with a list of potential routes sorted by transit time. If the
route includes a toll road or some kind of intervention (such as roadworks or accidents), maps will light you up. Like search queries, routes can be filtered out: avoiding the highway will only show you local roads, avoiding tolls will only show you routes that are free, and avoid ferries will only route you along actual roads.
You can also filter routes by car, public transport, walking and cycling. If you absolutely don't care about filters and you just want the fastest route, long press the blue icon and maps instantly go into navigation with the shortest duration route. In the navigation review, you can switch traffic data, satellite data, and terrain
data to get a better idea of what's on the road. If your trip is estimated to take longer than usual, the duration of the trip will go from green to orange and then from orange to red. Swipe up from the bottom bar and you'll get a step-by-step list of directions, take from the starting point to the end point. Useful if you want to
stay ahead of the GPS, so you're not surprised by some of the twists. Finally, you can share directions through a variety of means, including text messages, email, and social media. Common directions indicate starting point, end point, end, and time, along with step-by-step directions. How do you use Google Maps?
There is no doubt about this: Google Maps is powerful. I use it all the time, both on my desktop and my Android, and I can't imagine going back to a pre-map of life. I relied too much on him. If you want to take Google's power to the next level, think about playing with Google Earth Pro. It used to cost $400, but recently
became free for everyone. What's it? In fact, it's like Google Street's view on the cracks. Do you use Maps on Android? What tips and tricks do you use to optimize mapping? Share them with us in the comments below! Image Credits: Confused Young Man Via Shutterstock How to digitize your old photographic slides: 5
ways to wonder what to do with old photographic slides? These tips and tricks will help you digitize slides and share them online. Related Topics Android Maps GPS Google Maps about author Joel Lee (1604 articles published) Read more from Joel Lee Lee
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